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Abstract . 

Solar energy is abundant~ inexhaustible and nonpolluting. 
Its utilization does not affect the climate, and it does not 
lend itself to military applications. The solar-thermal, 
solar-electric and solar-chemical options are available. 

The production of low-temperature heat for warm water and 
for space heating~ of enormous importance in the energy budget; 
is economic already now in many situations. Technical progress 
is still considerable. With the further rise in fuel prices the 
application will increase dramatically. 

Use of solar heat for large-scale generation of electricity, 
i.e. of power on the basis of the solar-thermal option, should be 
approached cautiously. Possibilities include the tower concept 
and ocean thermal-electric conversion (OTEC). Investment would 
be large, and the technology hard. Better long-term chances may 
be given, for decentralized application in developing countries, 
to the farm concept. 

In contrast, the chances for cheap small-scale, and later 
large-scale, use of solar semiconductor cells (solar-alectric 
option) are most favourable. Technical progress is rapid, and 
prices drop precipitously. 

ror the production of fuel, the solar-chemical option is 
in the foreground. Gaseous~ liquid and convenient solid fuels 
can be obtained from biomass, especially by fermentation. At 
the moment, biogenic wastes are already available in relatively 
large amounts. Subsequently, energy farming is to be introduced. 
Biomass converted to hydrogen can be employed for production of 
electricity by means of fuel cells. 

In the more distant fuxure, hydrogen is to be made 
abiotically by photolysis of water, and is to be introduced 
into a hydrogen economy. Probably the technology will be based 
on the application of synthetic membranes. 

It is possible that regenerative solar energy in all its 
forms can in the end replace all existing energy used by man. 
This substitution will s however, be a gradual process. 
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i. Introduction 

Solar energy has been inheri ted by mankind from 
~ - , - f -" .. - • . 

i ts:; a:h~cestörs in evolution (1). Al-i energy utilized by 

the'ffi was Ü1 timately deri ved ':trom '~u~light. It was J. R. Mayer, 
.,,;-.-,-.-,;,:. 

the~iBc~~~rer of the Law 6f ihe-t6n~ervation of Energy, 

the Fivst' Law of Thermodynami'6s ~i,f~ho in 1845 stated that 

photosynthetic organisms need light for energy. Until 

recently all energy used by man was likewise ultimately 

solar energy. Much of it was, of course~ fossilized: Coal, 

oil, gas. But for th-e" pJrpose'or"th-is paper we shall mean 

by solar energy only the energy that comes to Earth 

currently. 

Solare:njergy has onlybeneficial aspects. It 'ls in

exhaustible, its use d?,es,n('Yt~,greatlyaffect the climate 

orl'~fL4 toch~~ical,or,ra:dioactiv'e :pollution, and it hardly 

le'I1:',~s,i tselfto, military applications',' on- any s cale, a1 though 

Arfchimedes is ,r',5lported;to' have setfire' to ene'my ships by 

concentra~ed sun~ight. However 9 the~roblem~ of the 

availability end the economics of solar energy remain to 

be ~xamined.", 

Solar energy is basically more~natural than nuclear 

energy"as it invo1ves' onlycfor6es,towhich the o~ganisms 

could adapt the~selves during the 4 gigayears (mil~rd 

years) or so of their existence(l);,'In contra~t, up t~ 

ouv time li v~,ngbeingsn:evev had to face high in'tensi ties 

of ioni~ingradiations, and there:tore they'could not evo1ve 

mechanisms of-protection againstthem~ ~or did they learn 

t,q, resist the blast cr heat from -u:Ücilear expiosions! 

,:::}n thispaper, theproblems of nuclear energy will not 

be d~alt w~th.It will 'rathe~ be assu~ed that for a number 

of reasons man, has decide'd to' get 'äway from' nuc1ear energy. 

In my viev;, the most serious reason "is the prOliferation of 

the capacity,to make plutonium,:the material for nuclear 

weapons (2). A survey on the effects" of nuclear weaponscan 

be asked for (3). ' 

.As the importance of solar energy' is increasingly 

recqgnized in many,cQuntries, lite~ature is also growing 

expon~ntidl~y. Iq particular, many fincbooks are being 
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published. May the author 5 as an Austrian, here just 

menti~n one very good first introduction (4), written by 

one of the Directors of the partly State~owned Austrian 

_~: .. Solar Energy and SpaceResearo'h, ASSA. ASSA has also been 

o~ganizing interesting symposia and has published their 

P~~ceedings5 e.g. (5). 

;) 

2. General aspects 

The amount of carbon in exploitable fossil fuel, 

already discovered or still to be discovered (t), is 

e~timated by the leading expert K. Hubbert at about 

e.io 12 (8 European billion) tons (1). It is mostly coal. 

If i t were crudely assumed 5 to ge.t the order of magnitude, 
. . 

that. the:fossil fuel was laid down during, say~ 1 gigayear, 

we äreconsuming now each year; at the present rate of 

overall consumption of 5 milliard tons of carbon/year, 

w~at-Nature produced during half a million years. Alter

natively it can be stated that the resources 5 if used 

f~l~y at the present rate,will last for 1000-2000 years. 

In reality, the rate of consumption shows, as is weIl 

known, a sharp upward trend. 

kowever, for various reasons this trend cannot be 

allowed.b continue long. First, a tolerable limit must be 

set to the carbon dioxide content of the atmosphere. 

Secondly, an important increase in coal mining would affect 

the env~ronment very badly, and would also sentence enormous 

numbers of fellow humans to a life in the darkness of the 

~~al mine~. A strong increase in oil or gas production is 

cilearly impossible in any case. 

While the resources of fossil fuels are subject to 

exhaustion, and moreover it may not be possible to exploit 

them fully, the flux of solar energy is both enormous and 

pra~~icallYeverlasting. All the time 170 billion (170.10
12

) 

kilowatts reach the top of our atmosphere. This corresponds 

to about 40.000 kw per head of the world populati6n. On~ 

half of this penetrates to groUld level. We compare with 
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present consumption of energy in all forms: about 11 kw 

'p~~headin USA, 4 kw in Europe, 2 kw in the wor1d, and 

0,2 k~ inSouth Asia. Therefore a tiny part ef this 

'energy wou1d cover all reasonab1e energy needs of mankind. 

The resources of fossil fue1 represent the energy 

~~uiva1ent of the total solar radiation that comes to the 

Earth during a fortnight on1y. As the carbon in the year1y 

products of plant photosynthesis (llphotosynthate ll
) is 

about 1~11 tons (1), the fossil fue1 is equiva1ent to the 

photosynthate during 80 years. Thus.a minute fraction on1y 

&~ th~'solar energy (about 10- 7 %) has been stored during 

ihe 4,7 gigayears of the existence of the Earth. The bulk 

::ö··f the energy was reemi tted into space in the form of dark 

(infrared) heat radiation. Fo~ conyenience, the orders of 

magnitude~ as estimated by Reve1le and Fairbridge, are 

shown in Tab1e 1 (1). Need1essto say that estimates by 

different authors differ great1y. 

Tab1e 1 
. 9 

Amounts of reduced carbon (10 tons) 

All reducied carbQn in sedi~entary rocks 

Exploitable fossil fue1 

Existing biomass (living) 

Existing biomass (dead; on land most1y 
timber) 

Annua1 photosynthate 

6,800.000 

8000 

90 

3500 

100 

Solar energy is not on1y abundant~ it is also of high 

qua1ity (6). Its ene~getic potential is high. Thermodynami

ca11y~ direct solar radiation can be ascribeq the very high 

temperature of its source, i.e. the visible surface 1ayer 

of the Sun) about 6000 0 Kelvin. Therefore sunlight is 

characterized by a 10w content of entropy per unit content 

of energy. As entropy is a measure for incapacitated energY$ 
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wecioricltide that solar energy, at its high temperature, 
- -

is emineritly suitablefor doing work~ According to the 

fumous aq~ationof Sadi Carnot, valid uniy~rsally,df-the 

.änergy of heat that flows from a higher level of 60000 

_ ~ 0 - • 
to a _lbwer level of 300 (temperature of th~ ~errestr1al 

environment), 95 % can in principle be conve_rted into 

useful work.-The temperature of scattered sunlight is 

less (6 )-~ According to §J?anner, it may in practice be 

1350 KO ~still fairly hi~h (6) . 

TheCar-not equation can be appliedto the work done 

i~ ph~iosynthesis. This fact has been expreßs~d in 1886 

in powerful wo~ds by the great physicist Ludwig Boltzmann 

(~,81, to ~hom we owe the interpretation of the Second 

Law -of Thermodynamics: 

IfTherefore the general struggle of the organisms 
is not a struggle for the elements~ nor for 
energy, which is present in large amounts in 
every body in the form of heat, unfortunately 
unchangeable, but the struggle for entropy, 
which becomes available in the transition 
from the hot Sun to the cold Earth. To exploit 
this tran~ition a~ far as po~sible, the plants 
spreadout the immeasurable areas of their 
leaves and force solar energy in a manner'as 
yet unexplored, until it sinks down to the 

-temperature level of the surface of the Earth, 
to carry out chemical syntheses of which we 
have no inkling as yet in our laboratories. 
The products of this chemical kitchen are then 
the object of the struggles of the animal world." 

On the other hand, solar energy has its specific 

difficulties. They are: 

1. Unequal distribution over the globe. This problem 

is, :howsver, less a6utethan is often thought. E.g. the 

solar energy income perunit area at ground level in 

temperate Europe still is one half cf the maximum income, 

in the Sahara. In.any case, oth~r eriergy sources are also 

unequally distributed between countries. 
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2 . Intermi:ttency . Dark or clöudy periods must be:.,' 

bri4g~d over~ ~his is possible either by energy sto~age 

or by ~a~kup through energy from other sour~es. 

3. Dilution. With vertical in~idence, the. total flu~ 

is on~y ~bout1~4 kw at the top of the atmosphere. Atthe 

actual~angleof incidence and atground level, atypical 

aver.age va,lue in temperate Europe is one tenth. This 
. 2 

corre~ponds to 140 Mw (thermal) per km . 

4. Loss of directionality~ Only the direct sunlight 

can be concentrated by means of lenses or mirrors. In 

some applications, such concentration is needed. 

We shall deal with the problems resulting from the 

difficulties as they arise. 

3. T?ree options for solar energy 

It is convenient to distinguish three basic options 

for the utilization of solar energy, the solar-thermal, 

the solar-electric and the solar-chemical option. Here 

the primary process serves as the criterion. Thus the 

possibility remains, e.g., to use the solar-thermal 

optio~, in a subsequent step, for the production of 

electricity. 

A) The solar-thermal option 

a) Low temperature: hot water production and 

space heating 

Sunlight·can give heat at low, at intermediate and at 

high temperatures. The methods forlow temperatures (hot 

water production and room heating) are weIl developed 

already (4), but nevertheless further great technical 

progress is expected. The collectors as weIl as the 
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circulation and storage systems are still capable of 

drasttc~IDprove~ents. For low-temperature devices concen

trators for ~he radiation are seldom used, but for inter

mediate orhigh temperatures they are indispensable. 

Th~~mportance of low temperature heat is enormous. 

For instan~e ,}n Austria about 40 % of all primary energy 

isused for warm water production and space heating (4). 

Of course, t)::te energy needed could be·much reduced, here 

and elsewhere, by conservation measures. 

In Austria, it has been reported by industrial 

engineers ina meeting held by ASSA in May, 1979, that 

already more. than a thousand houses have solar heat 

installations. In many situations in this country, a 

cover of 70 % of the hot water requirements is economic 

already at exi~ting prices of equipment and fuelr It is 

anticipated that through further development work house 

heating will begin to be economic by 1982. Heat for large 

stables, where temperatures need not be so high, could be 

even cheaper. Further we must keep in mind that fuel prices 

will continue to rise. In the USA) the number of houses 

equipped with solar installations has doubled every 8 

months since 1973 (9), and probably by 1985 no less than 

2,5 millio~ hornes will use solar heat (9). 

The main obstacles in the way of even more rapid 

progress everywhere are partly technical-organizational, 

and partly fiscal-economic (10). Designs have not yet been 

fully optimized so that people feel that next year they 

can make even better bargains. Moreover the supply of 

builders and plumbers skilied in this field is limited. 

Further, the tax and price structure do not yet take 

solar energy into account (10). Thus in the USA the pricing 

of oil and gas~ c6ritrolled by the Government) is not based 

on the costs of new supplies, but on average costs of 

produ~tion. In income tax, fuel cost, but not ~inance of 

solar heating equipment, is deductible; this clearly leads 

to unjustified advantages for fuel. Nevertheless it has been 
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conc;Luded.(10): "Even without federal incentive.S some 
:~ --." 

solar water and space heating systems are (already, E.B.) 
~~~~peti~ive.Eriactment . ".. . 

,:', .. : . . 

gre~t~y enhances their 

of the solar tax credit, however, 
-,' .: . ' ,- ,. .' . 

competitiveness." The relevant 

l~~{~lat{~n is under way. 

A tram tion to higher pel:'c~nta~es in .. the covel:' of 

t~e needs or even to houses fully h~ated by sunlight 
c- -: ... , 

would require disproportionally larger investment • 
. " . 

Obviously in most situations a backup of the solar heating 

systems by a system fol:' burning fuel is needed. But this 

latter system will be used less and less as methods for 

the storage of 'lieat are" improved.The need for backup 

heat varies not only between situations but als~hetween 

fields of application.In hotels etc. that are visited 

in ,summer only the need is small, and in open-air swimming 

pools it may be zero (4). In thes~ circumstances it is 

dismaying to see that even in '-Farm countries like 

Dalmatia or Spain - no indigenous fuel reSOUl:'ces! -

ha"rdly any hotels are equipped aa yet to use sunlight. 
C., 

''!his is unforgi vable . 
!:" 

The energy may be stored at increased temperature, 

a1 sen~ible heat of water, gravel, etc.~ or as latent 

hea~ in hydrates, etc. Clea~ly good thermal insulation 

is crucial. Scaling offers enormous advantages in costs 

~f in~tallation and of operation both for the solar and 

thehackup system. The study of storage may be most 

advanced, in Sweden, where experimentally hundreds of 
. . 

hous~s a~e linked f~~ community storage (11,12). 

The prices of heat pumps have decreased greatly ~n 

recentyears (5). As soon as they are cheap enough they 

can beu~ed to pump heat, obta~ned by sunlight at a low 

level of temperature during relati~y cool periods, to a 

higher temperature level. Heat pumps can also be applied 

to the heat in waste water from industry etc., and even 

of domestic waste water, especially from multitenement 

buildings. 
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A special field of application of solar heat is the 

drying of farm products, including grain, hay and clover 

(4). Further we note in passing that in hot countriea 

cooling and climatization by solar energy, essentially 

through·the use of reversed heat pumps, will become 

enormously important. Further, solar cookers are used 

increasingly in the hot parts of the world. Desalination 

of se~water is another task in hot cOuntries. 

b) lfitermediate te~?erature: electric power 

ba) Tower concept 

The. direct solar radiation is reflected by a large 

number of inclined mirrors that follow the Sun, and is 

concentrated on a central receiver on top of a tower (13, 

14)~:In'the receiver water is boiled, and the steam 

drives' a turbine coupled to a generator for the production 

of electricity. A pilot plant, without generator, already 

exists in Albuquerque, USA. The tower is 60 m high, and 

500 kw of heat are produced. In Barstow, USA, a further 

plant has been under construction since 1978. It will 

supply up to 10000 kw (kw(e» of electric power. A 

commercial plant with a tower of 300 m and 10.000 mirrors 

37 m2 each is supposed to supply100 Mw of electric power 

in the nineties. 

The present author has his doubts about this prospect 

at hard technology and highly centralized power production. 

Investment will be enormous, and maintenance difficult. 

The problems of intermittency of sunlight, with the 

resulting strain on materials, and of storage will be 

very considerable indeed. 
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bb) Farm concept 

Th~ basic principle (14) is similar to that of the 

tower concept, but the plant may, presumably atthe 

. expense of thermodynamic efficiency, be simpler, cheaper 

andbetter adapted to varying conditions. There is no 

cent~al receiver, and the radiation is ~eflected by 

-cur~~d mirrors to a network cf pipes filled with a 

liquid where the vapour is raised. As the temperature 

reached i8 not so high, freon rather than water may be 

used as working substance .. 

Powar stations of, say, 50 kw(e) may be useful for 

hot countries without an electric grid. The current would 

e.g. provide light to a village and would pump drinkwater 

for people and animals. Radio and television would become 

availableeven to illiterates. who -up to now know very 

little about the world. The social value of such service 

wouldclearly be enormous compared to financial investment. 

(This would also apply to solar cells - see below). The 

powerwould, howevr, not be enough for heating~ cooking, 

mechanical work or irrigation on any scale. A pilot plant 

of 10kw(e) has been built (15) in the research centre 

of Seibersdorf, Austria, and a plant of 500 kw(e) is under 

construction by an international effort near Almeria, 

Spain, side by side with a tower power plant ofcimilar 

size (16). 

bc) OTEC concept 

It i8 convenient to mention this concept here 

although all temperatures involved are low. The 

difference in temperature between the deeper layers 

and the surface layers cf the ocean in the tropics is 

intended to be used (9) for power generation by means 

of a low-boiling wo~king medium (Ocean Thermal-Electric 

Conversion - OTEC). Intermittency or storage _are no 

probiens, but because of the smallness of the temperature 
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difference thermodynamical efficiencies of some 2 % only 

can be expected. Such plants, maybe 200 Mw(e), could be 

placed on floating platforms$ but the transport of the 

energy will then be a great problem. It has been suggested 

to make electro!ytic hydrogen gas and to react this with 

atmospheric nitrogen to give ammonia. Clearly such pro

cesses need enormous investment~ and the looses in operation 

will also be large. 

c) High temperature: solar furnace 

In solar furnaces the sunlight is concentrated by 

mirrors sufficiently that in a relatively small volume 
o temperatures of thousands of degrees, say, 4000 C, are 

reached. The classic example is the plant in Odeillo in 

the French Pyrenees. 

This fine achievement demonstrates that indeed the 

direct solar radiation has maintained the temperature 

of the source, as pointed out before; otherwise it would 

be impossible to reach near-solar temperatures. Plants 

of this kind cannot be used for the practical generation 

of electricity, but they are useful scientifically, 

especially for the study, the treatment and the testing 

of materials. 

B} The solar-electric option (solar cells) 

Although most R & D in the utilization of solar 

energy by semi-conductors since the introduction of the 

"solar cells!! by Bell Laboratories in 1954 has been 

carried out by a handful of workers in small laboratories, 

progress has been staggering. The prices have fallen at a 

precipitous rate, and many authors foresee that eventually 

the price drop may be similar to that of that other semi

conductor device~ t~~ transistor. Among the main lines of 
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. ,', :,wemay ,mention the following (17,18) 19). 

Cheaper silicon monocrystals are being mad~ available. 

The aim of the U.S.Federal Low Cost Sili?on Project~. 

managed by the.Jet Propulsion Laboratory of the University 

{2fcCalifornia, is to reduce the price ofpu~estSi, per 

:'T' .. roJs;g, from' 65 to 10 dollars. Hethods for the growth of 
• . .. J '. ~ 

,~ single crystals are also to be improved. The wastagein 

the preparation of the wafers 5 now 8~ %, is to be cut. 

The'arrays of cells On their panels are to be put t?gether 

J:?yautomatic methods. Generally the share of hand labour 

is to be radically diminished. 

".:~ ,. The. poss ibili tiesof the replacement ofs ingle 

'; "." c:):'ystal of Si· by films of polycrystalline Or' eVen 

amorphous (20) Si are being studied. The·production in 

ribbon form, so that no sawingis needed, is att~mpted. 

In onapromising process, the West German Fischer process, 

..... t.hin j?olycrystalline films of Si are made by action of 

. ':- ;e,l~ctric discharges~ on sili.con hydride gas, doped by 

~hosph9rus hydride, etc. For thin cells on the basis of 

amorphous Si, perhapsonly .1 % as much Si may be needed 

a~for thepresent commercial cells. Thin films have: good 

flexibility, they are resistant to ionizing radiation, 

and thel~.action spectrum matches the solar spectrum weIl. 

In.: .. ~C3. different line of work, thin films of various 

·.;i·nsulators or semiconductors are !I cosputteredl! wi th 

transition metals, and their properties thereby modified. 

Rere quite a new field has been opened up again (21). 

Among solar cells consis~ing of two different 

materials, i.e. the "heterojunction ll cells, copper 

sulphide/cadmium sUlphide cells (14) are in production 

already. Th,e thin, polycr'ystalline, films may be obtained 
. . - ". . _. . 

. cheaply in an automaticprocess byspraying the sUli:>hides 

.;successi vely on rapidly moving hot glass. The target is a 

p,rice of. 5-15 . cents/peak. watt, i. e . per watt in ful1 

sunshine, against more than 10 dollars in present 

commercial solar cell~. Anunsolved problem consists 
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in the relatively poor chemical stability of the system. 

This drawback disappears if the copper sulphide is 

replaced by indium phosphide. 

The action spectrum of thin, polycrystalline, 

gallium arsenide films fits the solar spectrum ideally. 

The cells are made in weIl established techniques tb»ough 

epitaxial growth~ i.e. the material deposited from agas' 

or a solution adapts to the crystal structure of the 

support. GaAs is particularly heat resistant and is 

theref6re weIl suited to application of concentrators, 

where the sunlight is caught by mirrors or lenses. The 

concentrat~d sunlight gives correspondingly higher energy 

yields, but suntracking i8 needed. eooling of the arrays 

is also requi~ed. This adds to the costs, but the heat 

carried away, at fairly high temperature, can also be 

useful ("cogeneration ll ); fOl" instance ~ absorption 

air-oonditioners ~ay be run with it. 2000 fold concentra

tion has been reported (17), still with 19 % efficiency; 
• 'h' h . 'f 2 ~n t ~s case, t e current lS tens 0 amperes per cm , 

and the flow of heat energy 4 times larger still. GaAs 

is expensiv8) but need not remain so" Both component~, 

Ga and AB, are abundant in Nature. 

Solar-electric installations are especially 

promising for developing countries which lack utility 

grids. They want decentrelized power sources that c~n 

be built up from modules. Another advantage precisely 

for these countries is that no specialist or expensive 

maintenance fu required. Moreover, the developing countries 

often have a lot of sunshine. 

Accordiug to Kell~ (18) and the report of the 

Ehrerireic~ committee specially set upby the American 

Physic~l Society (22) there is little doubt that within 

3-5 years the cost of electricity from solar cells will 

go down by a factor 5 or so, namely, from 11 tn 1 or 

2 dollars/peak watt. The price of 11 dollars/w practically 

correspond~ (~resumably in USA) to 1-2 dollars per kwh. 
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The goal set in 1977 by ERDA, the Energy Research and 

Development Agency, is 2 dollars/w in 1982, 0,50 in 

1986, and 0,1 - 0,3 in the nneties (18). For comparison: 

even i,n, c~p'ita,i ci ties of dev~löp',~ng. 9~~~t.p'~.e~ .. p'r~.c:,~s of 

0,20 - 0,25 dollars per kwh are-c?mmon~now (18), if 

electricity can be supplied at all! 

Beyond the level given considerable further engineering 

_workwill:~eneeded. Moreover"the noncell costs increase 

~~~~~en~~g~wiae, especially for the production of the 

arrays, for auxiliary equipment and for land, as the 

costs of the cell themselves go down. In Table 2 some 

technidal data (18) are compiled. Note that diffuse as 

weIl as direct sunlight is utilized, ~rovided no 

concentrators are applied. 

Table 2 

Photovoltaic cell efficiencies (%) 

Device Maximum Actua.lly· 
measured 

Si~icon, single 20-22 19 
crystal . 

Silicon ? 7-14 
"polycrystal 

Cadmium stil-
phide/ copper 15· 8 
sulphide 

Gallium arse- 25-28 "15 
':nide 

Corifmerc"ially 
provided 

10-13 

2-3. 

Forec~sUfor the size of the market as a function of 

the p;ice reached are also a'vai'lable: (Table 3). Note that 

prices refer to arrays rather than cells. Obviously,' the 

'estimates differ greatly. Also i t i:s not dlear wh~ther . . 

"ihe t'~gures refer to the USA 'cI' the werld. in' 1976 ; tue' 

'-i:'ötal sales were only 0,38 megawat'ts, bu't the fu'ttlre' of' 

the 's6la~ cell is brighi irid~~d~ ( 5, 
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Table 3 

Market size as a funetion of array priee (mega

watts annual sales) 

D.:;2..:::"arstpeak 
.. watt 

10 

3 

1 

0,5 

0,1-0,8 

Department of 
Energy 

1 

8 

75 

500 

5000 

Cl The solar-cb~~ieal option 

ea) Hydrogen eeonomy 

Estimate by 

Texas 
Instruments 

0,4 

2,6 

80 

100 

20.000 

Radio Corpora
ti on of Ameriea 

0,8 

13 

200 

2000 

100.000 

It is fitting to begin with a tribute to the genius 

of Albert Einstein whose 100th birthday was eelebrated 

all over the world in 1979. In his momentous paper in 

1905, in whieh he put forward the hypothesis that light 

eonsists of energy paekets, quanta, he also showed that 

the eapaeity for photoehemieal reaetions does not depend 

on the dilution of light. As light spreads~ the number 

of quanta per unit volume, but not their quality (energy), 

deereases. Henee dilute sunlight gives the same photo

ehemieal reaetions as eoneentrated· sunlight; merelj the 

rates of thereaetions are less. As with solar eells, 

diffuse as weIl as direet sunlight can be exploited. 

The e~ergy of the light must be s~ored in the produets 

of reaetions that require input of energy, of "endergonie" 

reactions. The most obvious possibility is the splitting 

of water into its components, hydrogen and oxygen. This 

"photolysis" of water is analogous to its "electrolysis". 

The hydrogen obtained ean be fed into allhydrogen eeonomy", 
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which has already been studied in different contexts (23). 

Hydrogen is easily stored and transported. 1t can be uSßd 
. .~.:. . ~-

for low-temperature or high-temperature heat, instead ö'f 

coal o~ coke in metallurgy, and as a reactant in .chemical 

indllBtry,e.g. for the reduction of practically wQrthless 

carbondiox~deto methanol or hydrocarbons. Hydrogen gas~ 

cap even be fed to certain (IIKnallgas!l) bacteria whose 

biom~ss ,roay thereafter be used as feedstuff or food. 

Great interest is also presented by electricity 

production in a hydrogen economy. Clearly this is 

possible through hydrogen-powered heat engines, though 

the Carnot factor leads to large los ses . No 10s80f this 

kind needbe suffered iffuel cells rather than hea.t 

enginesare used . 

. Commerc'ial U13e 0 f fuel cells i8 imminent in USA (2J+) " 

At the moment, the hydrogen is obtained f,rom othersources 

than photolysis, namely, from the conversion of fossil 

fuels. According to the IITARGET 1
1 project, spnnsored mostly 

by gas utilities, 50 stations, 40,kw(e) each~will be 

tested during 1979-19&lJ and such stations.should be 

commercial in 1982. Moreover1the FCG organization of 

the electric utilities is setting up a plant of 4500 kw 

in downtown New York, to be operational in 1980. The 

cella use phosphoric acid as electrolyte, work at 

150 - 200 0 C, and require small amounts of platinum as 

catalyst •. The fuel processors that precede the cells 

and make the fuel, H
2

, accept gas, naphtha or coal. 

E::nergyefficiency is, for the time being) 35 - 40 9.: o. 

With a delay of 5 - 10 years cells may be introduced 

that use molten carbonate, operate at far higher tempe-

ratures, need no catalyst and are hoped to have 45 - 47 % 
energy efficiency. 

The endurance aimed at is 40.000 hours.Future large 

power stations are meant to be used either for base load 

or for load following. Economic work will be possible as 

soon as capital outlay is reduced to 350 dollars/kw. The 

neededoutlay, in turn, will depend steeply on extent of 

appl~cation. 
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cbt Photolysis of water 

Work on the photochemical utili~ation of solar 

energy in man-made system is being done on an increasing 

scale, but no real success has so far been obtaine.d 

(25,26,27). This applies also to the photolysis of water, 

notwithstanding the fact that the energy of the quanta 

at least of green, blue and violet light is theoretically 

sufficient for water splitting. The lack of success is 

clearly due to the fact that in the action of light the 

primary products do not consist of the stable gases H2 
and °2 , but of reactive intermediates. In ordinal"y 5 

h6mogeneous, systems (water or solutions in water) the 

reactive particles collide rapidly and recombine, thereby 

re-forming water. 

To prevent these harmful back-reaetions, it has been 

suggeste d to apply the "membrane principle" (2 8 ~ 2 9 ~ 30) . 

The primary photoehemical reaction is to be earried out 

not as a tlscalar", but as a " veetorial il 'reaction, where 

the different reaction products are emitted into different 

direetions, thereby separated, and prevented from meeting 

again. For such vectorial reaetions, asymmetry of the 

photochemical system is a neeessary, but not a sufficient 

condition. In practiee, the system will eonsist of a 

membrane with asymmetrie strueture, into whieh the 

light-absorbing photoeatalyst (sensitizer; e.g., something 

similar to chlorophyll) is embedded, possibly in eonnection 

with reaction partners, in such a way that ene ef the 

reaction products appears in the compartment on one side 

of the membrane, the other, complementarys product in the 

opposite compartment. In the given ease, the two eomple

mentary ~roducts will be an ox~dizing anda reducing 

primary species. Finally, these species will give 02 and 

H
2

, respectively. 

No such vectorial re action system has so far been 

constructed by man. Indeed the task has not been reeognized 

until recently. However, theoretieally the eonstruetion of 
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such systems is possible~ as pointed out. It should not 

be beyond the powe,+' of modern physieal chemistry, 

embraeing. thermodynamics, kinetics, photochemistpy, 

. eleetrochemistry and solid state cbEmistry ,to build\lp: 
" < : ' • • , 

s~p~ a sYßtem in aplanned way, and tp make it teehni~~lly 
.' l_' j. j_, • : .: :'~' 1 • ~ , ' 

useful. 
'. .. 2 

,_ It has beell eomputed (30) that with 2
c
50 watts/m , 

infrared included, and an ener,gy yield of 10 % an area 

of40 km2 would be sufficient tp provide 1 million people 

with energy at the rate of 1 kw. Therefor~. an areaof 
'"2 .. 

640.000 km could supply all mankind with energy at the 
_. _. 

rate of4. kw, roughly correspon:ding to energy e9nsumption 

in Europe.These areas are to becompared with that of 
. .. ,<}. -.:" '2' . , 

th,e Sahara, 10 million km. The :nerß for .the. water) to<}e 

obtained from the seas, would be modest, much less tban 

in irrigation; the plants use only ~ part of water in 
r _. . , '-.:' . , 

100.0, ;for photolysis , while 999 parts are lost in trans;pi-

ration. It was also estimated (30) that at crude oil 

priees exi?ting in 1978 ande?~ital ~er~16e of i6 %/y~ap 
photolytic hydrogen would be c~~pe;itive if 1. m2 of . 

membrane, with associated equipment, eould be provided 

at 20 dollars. At the priees in mid-1979 (185 dollars/fpn 

crude oil) the. figure wpuld be 31dollarsalready. The 

energy ob.tained in the hot deserts could be exported to 

the populated countri,es as eleetrie'· eurr.ent , . .cI', through 

pipe lines, as hydrogen, methanol or hydroearbon. 

"cc) Photosynthesis by plants 

It is most encouraging to know that in N,ature vecto

rial reaetion systems have exis~ed for 4 gigayears or so. 

Every single eell living now, whether photosynthetic or 

- not, is equipped with ~~mbr~hei: capable of veetorial 
" .', : .: : .. -

reaetions. Probably the utilization of the membrane 

prineiple for photosynthesis was invented by living 

organisms long after nonphotosynthetie organism (nonphoto-
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synthetic bacteria) had used it in other ways, namely, 

for socalied " ac tive transport ll+). The most primitive 

plantsw:theblue-green algae, stili common today, learned 

~hotosynthesis on the basis of vectorial membranes about 

3 gigayear>.s aga (1). 

iTrue, plants do not evol~~ fr~e hy~rog~n-gas. This 

would notmake sense as the g&~ wohld be lost. Instead, 

the plants use the reducing equivalents obtained in the 

(primary) light reaction to make a reductant that ia 

equally strorig as hydrogen ga~, but does ~ot escape. 

Thus thermodynamically the achievement of'the plant is 

as goodas if it had made H
2 

gas. The reductant consists 

of a well-defined protein, ferredoxin, Fd, in its reduced 

form. 

Subsequently this reduced ferredoxin is used to 

,convert carbon dioxide to biomassin reactions explained 

by D.Arnon, M~Calvin and others. No light is needed for 

this series of steps. Schematically, we can write in 

Jextreme abbreviation: 

+)Even single, diss~lved, molecules of enzymes may achieve 
vectorial reactions. Imagine that catalysis takes place 
in a hollow space within the enzyme molecule. In the 
simplest conceptual ,case, the reaction may consist of 
an isomerization, i~e. 'a conversion of A into B, and 
vice versa. Further assume that the hoJJow space has 
openings of different shapes to two different sides of 
the enzyme molecule so that A can pass only one of these 
windows, and B tne other window. In this case, the 
reaction into the two opposite directions is necessarily 
coupled to emission into the two different compartments. 
In dissolved enzyme molecules, the overall effect is 
not noticed, as the compartments are not separate, but 
communicate. The great step was taken w,henthe enzymes 
were included into membranes that really did separate 
the two compartments. TheI). we can speak of "macrovectoriali ty" 
rather than "microvectorialitytl~ 
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light 
Ä' ' 
/' Fd(red) + 02 

'.' ,.,' 

• Fd(ox) + (CH
2

O) I 

"I: .:. 

(CH 2D), the hy~othetical building unitof ~ mole pule of 

carb6hydr~te, indic~tes biomass. The brackets show that 

weJ~re not'speaking of the chemical subs~ance CH 20j 

.formaldehYde. This does not occur in plants or~ for that 

,matter,in anyliving orgariism. 

Of course, pla~ts did not appear ready-made in Nature. 

IT:hey were preceded by simpler organisms" thc photosy;nthetic 

bacteria ~ some of which still exist (1). In, con~cra.3: to the 

plantB, these bacteria are not yet capable of uater,-spli ttinß. 

The idea that the primary reacti6n in plant photosynt~esis 

consists in thephotolysis of wa~er is owed to the genius 

,'from the Hetherlö.nds, C ~B. van Hiel. 

~he achievements of the pl~riis are just staggering. 

In optimum conditions in the labor>atory, they oper>ate, w:ith 

an ener>gy efficiency of 30 %, i.e. in the cocbustion of 

the biömass about one third of the light ener>gy originally 

pu-t in"is recovered. The plants use light quanta of all 

anergies, i.~. colour>s, almost e~ually weIl, from violet 

to red . .In agreement with ~instein's law, the products ,?f 

pheto8y~thesis are inJependent of the dilution, i.e. the 

intensity, of the light. In a ~ide range of intensities~ 

efficiency also does not depend on dilution. Last not 

l~ast, biomass is idealfor storage. 

-' " 

cd) Pröduction of biomass 

Quantitativaly, the achievements of the plants are, 

alßo impressive. About 100 milliard tons of carbon are, 

extracted from (and returned to) ihe atmosphere per year>, 

still about twenty timcs mo~e than is injected into the 

atmospher>e by industry now. Most of the biomass is produced. 

it now appeara, on land rather than in the seas. As long 

as the photolytic production of hydrogen in artificial 
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: systems is not yet a reality, the solar-chemical option 

for the production of technical energy must be based on 

the utilization of biomass (5,31,32,33,34,35). 

W~ should not return to the age-old methods of 

direct comhustion of wood, etc., which are still in 

large-scale use in many parts of the world, but which 

are cumbersome and wasteful. Rather, convenient solid, 

liquid and gaseous fuels are to be produced by rational, 

scientific, processes. The methods for the photosynthetic 

production, the mechanical disintegration, the chemical 

conversion and the efficient combustion of biomass still 

require R & D on a broad front. 

But is there enough biomass in the world? Should 

not all available land be reserved for conventional 

agriculture and silviculture? The present author confesses 

that at one time he, too, considered this objection against

"energy farming fl as valid. However, the figures show that 

at present only a tiny part of the photosynthate in the 

world is utilized by man at all - about 1,5 % for food 

and feedstoff, and 2 % for fibres, mostly timber. There

fore a great deal of plant matter will remain available 

for fuel even with strong increases in the production of 

food, fibres, etc. Moreover, the production of photo

synthate is bound to be raised through the means in our 

hands (32,36,37): Plant breeding, fertilization, improve

ments in farming methods, reduction of, waste, reform of 

social structures. In every one of these fields enormous 

progress may still be expected. Just for orientation: 

some 5 % of the present photosynthate could cover all 

present energy needs of mankind. 

The p~rt of the solar energy at ground levelused 

for photosynthesis is shown in Table 4. The data refer to 

visible light only, about one half of the total energy 

flux. In~rared light, practically the whole of the rest, 

cannot be used by plants, though photosynthetic bacteria 

are able to do so. Again the figures are necessarily 

quite approximate. 
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Table 4 

Energy in BiomassasPercentages of the Ener&'::L 

of the Incident Visible Light (WhoIe Plants) 

World overall, annual yield 

N~tural ecosystem, temperate zone, 
... annual yield 

wh~~~, Euro~e, annual yield 

Maize, USA, annual yield 

0,3 

0,5 

2 

4 

6 Su'gar cane, short-time yield 

Th~~r~tical maximum, red light 30 

ce) Practical methods in energy farming 

Chemical conversion of biomass may involve 

fe~mentation, pyrolysis or reactions with steam 

(re-forming). In alcoholic fermentation ethanol 

is produded aerobically, in methane fermentation 

: "biogas!l is obtained anaerobically. Products of 

pyrolysis ("dry destillation'I) include methanol, 

a fuel, acetone, a valuable solvent~ and charcoal. 

The essence of reforming is the conversion, at high 

temperature, of biomass into hydrogen and carbon 

dioxide, with subsequent elimination of the latter: 

(CH 20) + H20 -1 CO 2 + 2 H2 

The hydrogen would be ·available for the hydrogen economy, 

mentioned before. In part, it could go to fuel cells. 

For the time being, the methods for fermentation 

are most advanced (35). Biogas is made all over the 

world from agricultural wastes in thousands ofsmall-scale 

units. The process is especially useful in connection with 

large animal farms. A problem consists in the utilization 

in summer of the part of the gas that is needed for 

heating in win~er; on the whole~ biogas must be consumed 
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locally. In any case, development work is required to 

optimize the process, which at the moment is largely 

a matter of empi~ical skill. 

In 'contrast to biogas, et,hanol_ C9-ube. us;ed .. 

nation-wide at least. In Brazil, large amounts of 

ethanol for use in combustion engine~ are obtained 

from sugar cane (31,32), and it is the intention in 

tha~ country to expand this technology 8~eatly.Cassava 

is another plant considered as a so~~ce' of ethanol (3~). 

In countries with temperate or even cool clima~es, 

rapidly growing poplars are in the foreground. In woo~; 

most of the fermentable hbmass is present as cellulose. 

This is less easily converted into ethanol than the 

sucrose in sugar cane or, the st~rch in cassava .. ' So 

additional R & D is needed. 

However, care, must be taken n6t to upset the 

ecological, hydrological and climatological condiiions 

in the countries. The consequences 6f large-scaie 

changes in the plant cover and in the growth rhythms 

must be studied and disbussed in good time. For instance, 

it may be doubted whether sufficient care is taken in 

Brfzil, where apparently the cultivation of sugar ci:me 

and also of other plants is pushed ruthlessly without 

a satisfactory analysis of the long-term consequences: 

In particular, the ecosystem of the Amazonas area 

appears to be in acute danger (38). 

These objections may not apply to ~he Swedish 

approach (11,12). The "Secre'tariat fc7.' :?l:ture S"':u.dies" , 

State-subsidized, has proposed that in 2015, witha 

national energy consumption 37 % higherthan nov], 62 % 

of the total requirements could be covered by biomass 

on the basis of existing forestry practices. A production 

6f 10 tons of coal equivalent (7.10 7 kcal) per hectare 

and year is forecast. The biomass would be used partly 

to mske liquid fu~l, and partly to power fueL cells. 

By the way, also the rest of the energy requirements 

is to be covered at home: additional electricity thr6ugh 
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wa:t~rpower,wind Pp.w"ßP and sol&l:' .celJ~, and low,:",t~mpera

ture b,ea·t fromsunlight. ror the U,SA',' it Pas- been argued 

that. timberfrom existing forests would be_ the best 

biomass. for fuel (39; see alsQ(32». 

Scien'tifically, the .cul ti vation. of .phot:osynthetic 

single cells, notably algae (32,35), is of great int~rest. 

Yield per unit area and unit time is very high, and 

little land is taken up. Various combinations with 

nonphotosyntheticmicroorganisms grown on town effluents, 

etc. are possible. The products can in principle be used 

fO.rfeedstuf'for even for food, provided toxic contents 

,o.fheavyme.tals are avoide d .. Al ternat iv.ely, fuels can ,be 

made fromalgal bbmass. It r'emains to be seen how after 

due R & Cthe .economics will compare vdth those of 

farming and forestry. 

In ener'gy farming it is obligate that the. amount cf 

fossil fuel that goes into the prodUctio~ of biomass 

(for .fertilizer manufacture, transport~etci)does not 

approach or even exceed the biomass in energy conten~ .. 

Pimentel,et . ale have, in .. a fainous study (40), shown that 

in USA maiza:{onlythe.~rain reckoned) now has an energy 

content only 2;8 times that of the t1 absorbed" fuel. 

Naturally, this indexfigure is even less favourable 

(lower)with animal products or generally with highly 

proces·s.ed:food.On the other hand, i t is as high as 37 

in US forestry (39). A list of values for manyBritish 

products has been given '(32). 

'lt isa fortunate feature of biomassutilization 

that no immediate dramatic decisions need be taken, in 

'contrast, e.g. to nuclear technology. Biomass in the form 

ofwaste, practicallyfree of charge, is availablealready 

nowand, everywhere: straw ,.com:cobs, sawdust, .woodbark, 

small wood and also organic material in effluents from 

towns ~andanimal farms~. By order of magnitude, the energy 

cont'entof this biomass amounts to about one tenth of the 

total national energy needs inmany developed.countries; 
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~eferred to home productionoffuei,the fraction may 

be much higher still. Thus the processes for biomass 

utilization can in good time be studied ~nd developed 

on the basis of the~e materials, which are otherwise 

useless and must even be disposedof at considerable 
.... -" expense. 

4. Obstacles to sola~ energy 

It is seen that in many ways R & D is ~illneeded 

before sOlareriergy can make a major contribution. Except 

in respect to the solar cells, much of.the needed funda

mentalknowledge has existed for many decades. None of 

the further fundamental research needed is expensive. 

Compared, for instance, to high energy nuclear and 

particle research it costs practically nothing. So why 

was applied solar R & D delayed, or not undertaken at 

all? 

One thinks back to the hundreds of thou~ands of 

unemployed coal miners before the SecondWar and to 

th~ hunger marchers who demanded ~eopening of pits. 

Who at that time foresaw an energy shortage? Moreover, 

after the War we had the oilglut which seducedmankind 

to waste energy in the most atrocious way. Finally, 

there was the promise of nuclear energy, into which 

enormous sums of money -were invested - often on the 

basis of military and prestige considerations rather 

than of a perceived need for energy. After all, the 

materials, the instruments and the skilled manpower are 

near-identical for military and for peaceful nuclear 

fission. To a large extent this also applies to nuclear 

fusion. 

The figures in national budgets are illustrative. 

Thus in 1973, be fore the socalledenergy crisis, the 

US f~deral budget allotted to solar energy 4, but to 
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nuclear energy 396 million dollars. Even after the shock 

in 1973 it was still forecast (41) that in the five-years 

period 1975 - 1979 only 80 million were to be spent on 

R & D in solar energy, 95 million in conservation, but 

3670 million in nuclear energy, much of it for the fast 

breeder. For the 1980 budget, the US Presid~nt has still 

proposed (from federal funds!) 504 million for the 

development of the liquid metal fa~t breeder and 86 million 

for that of other nuclear power reactors (42),· apparently 

in spiteof the stop to the early deployment of br:eeder 

technology. The annual US expenditure for fusion has been 

at the 500 million dollar level for many years, and 

support fo~ fusion is heavy also in the tommon Market 

Countries (43), in the USSR an~ in Japan. 

Fortunately, the share of solar energy has risen 

rapidly in recent years, and it accounted for 400 million 

in the 1978 US budget. This doesby not mean that all is 

wellnow, however. Critics 1eel that the accerits within 

the solar energy programme are often misplaced (44). 

Innovative research ratherthan the construction of big, 

and economically unpromising, power stations is needed 

(13). Thus one quarter of the whole federal solar budget 

of theUSA is spent on the power tower. This is in the 

hands of four large aerospace contractors, including 

Boeing and Douglas. The large budget is not consistent 

with the prospects of economic success (45·). Similarly 

the electricity production by the OTEC principle is most 

uncertain economically (45). As one critic said, solar 

technology is created in the image of nuclear power (9). 

A striking example of gigantism is SPS (Solar Power 

Satellite):;, promoted by I>.E.Glaser (46). The " re ference 

SPS", power 5 gigawatts~ takes the form of a rectangular 

array of photovoltaic cells, about 5 km times 10 km (!) 

that floats in space in a stationary orbit. It radiates its 

output to Earth by means of microwaves from an antenna 

formed by a flat circular structure about 1 km in diameter. 

Needed are a facility to handle about 100.000 tons per 
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year ofconstruction material and an orbital construction 

force of 550-men. 

What really should be most actively supported, in 

addition to production of low-temperature heat~ are· 

technologiesthat take account of the dilute and inter-

r:_,;m~tt~,nt nature of sunlight, including solar cells. Also 

t~aeffort inrespect to biomass should be greatly 

increased (45). In 1977, out of a total of 290 only 10 

million d~llars were devoted to biomass. Let us hope 

that the problem has now been understood. For 1979 

already 27, and for 1981 noless than 119 million dollar~ 

have been earmarked for biomass R & D (13). 

Systems analysis shows that the difficulty of the 

si;o:rage problem has been much overrated (47). We 'have 

mentioned the promising developing work of the ~~edes 

in resp~ct to storage of low-temperature heat. In 

connection wit~ the imp~rtant'object of decentralized, 

small-scale, power either throughthe farm concept Or 

through arrays of solar cellsi sto~age batterie~ are not 

excessively expensive. Moreover, much more economical 

batteries~ e.g. based on the lithium-sulphur or 

sodium-sulphur system (48,49), are in sight. The 

solar-chemical option benefits by the 'excellent storage 

properties of biomass now, andof abiotically made 

hydrogen'in the mare distant future. 

In connection withlarge-scale power, sufficient 

backup by ,conventional power plants will be available 

for ,a very long time'to come. After all, nobody thinks 

that conventional plants are to be replacedby solar 

plants -.vvi thin a few years. Horeover ,important as 

large-scale electric power is, it accountsonlyfor a 

Felatively small part (in developed countries, typically 

10 - 20 %) of total energy consumption, and should 

c.ontinue to do so. Large-scale heat production by 

electpicity is, because of the Carnot factor, fundamentally 

bad practice. 

For some Alpine countries~ a combination of power 

towers with pump storage in th valleys has been 
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suggested (50). To alesseI' extent such speci~lized 

possibilities may also exist in USA (47). 
--' ' . . . ' 

5. Outlook 

We have stated that s9lar energy isnot"onl~ 

abundant andinexhaustible, but also·essentially 

peaceful and non""polluting. At the.end, we: emphasize· 

that i ts utilization will not affect theterres·trial 

climate to any extent. No additiona~ heat is geherated 

when the energy of sunlightis harnessed. Only 

second-order effects on the climate, resulting from 

redistribution of energy in space and time, are to 

be expected. Though these effects will be small, 

they ought to be studied in good time nevertheless. 

The flux of "ne"1" solar energy i::;: sufficient to 

free mankind from dependence on other~~~essfavou~able, 

sources of energy, including nuclear and fossil fuels. 

Of course, substitution .will take periods ·of decades~ 

and, to make it more or less complete, centuries. 

But centuries are short compare~ tothe time taken 

by the prehistory and t~e history of mankind, ~nd 

also, let us hope, tothe time of mankind's future. 

It has been seen that the solar-electric and in . 

some ways the solar-chemical optionrequire more 

advancedR & D than the solar-thermal option. However, 

the application of solar technology will increase 

graduallyon a wide front in many.fields. It is 

fortunate that - in contrast to nudlear, also fusion, 

technologies - no dramatic and expensive decisions 

need be taken at any stage. 

Public support of solar energy not only in R & D, 

hut also in application is necessary fö~ ~ome time. 

Developn:tent work can bem1.l,ch .speeded up assoon as 

application on an appreciable scale is. assured. Such 

application, in turn, presupposes that the economics 
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are not unfavourable even at the given, early, stages. 

It is in. tne.L 'p.uJtüic~ linterest t<;> encourage .seJar e.n~Fgx. 

applications. This' fact-:must a_lS;o. be rpef:L:erct§d;i.l1.' :fJ.I3,~:aJ 

policy. 

It has been alleged that solar energy is~ because 
~~,:(.; '~-'" . 

of the dilute nature of-~he~~~rgy flux, in principle 

unsuitable. as a major energy ßource. This argument is 
\' ~ '. ," ~ ( . , :. . 

unfounded. }(le have seen. on page 19 that .. -lith an energy. 
2 -'" yield o.:f 10 % as little as 640 th.ousand }cm in the,tropics 

~ c ••• 1 .:..' . 

coul.d .supply all ~~pkindw:i th energy at the. rate of 

4 kw/hea4ßI~~h~~emperat~zone the area needed per 
~ "A .:.. <~.) ,.: 

head would b,e .-about twice. as. much.. Hence wi th total 
,.' .:. ,: '~. : i:, ci ."; '- .. . . . .' ":{ . 

reliance on,solar energy 80 km .:ßould be required per 
. '~.. .' . 

million people. Even in densely populated Western EUI'ope 
, '.') 

this wouldnot be a majo~~art of the national territory; . , ') 

here typically about ... 5000 - 15.000 km". are nOvl available 
. ' 

for each million people~,_Qf course, all these figures 
~':I' ; 

about area needs for solar energy a.re Tf1.8ant to give 

orders of magni tud.e only. Hhatever the pre.cisevalu~.s, 

countries may be read~ f~~ ~qns~~~~~ble~acrifices in 
... . -_ ..... " ., . ,.'. 

land to solv:.ethat main problem" supply of energy. 
-.' " !.' -.' ,,:.,, ",: J. .:. ' 

These consi.dercr!:;.ions, apply. inetepen,dently of the solar 
." .' <:' ; .; .. -1. "-, .'; ',: :." :. .~ , •• 

option chosen ,. ·provided "CL.n. .,energy . yield of 10 % is 
• : ••• ,'~ •• ~ .,:': j' • ' 

obtained. 
. .. / L~ _'. 

Moreover, we should not aim at full~ ~arochial, 

self-sufficiency, and someinternati?~~l trade in 
.-

energy .should remain._~nergy_is one of,the main 
. . . , : '.... ,. - ~.-, ~. 

commodit~es that hot arid countries ca~ export, so . "' . " r:. ' . , '\~. ," -f r-

that theycan make a,liying.They have more space 
~ .. "~"'! , .' . , 

and more~sunshine. On the other ~and, investment 
:. '- -, .;' ',: ~. , -

and technology must fo~.a ~Qn.g~time co~tinue tocome 
.' , . ";.*', 1;:. ..' .: ... 

from the temperate zone. It is essential that the 

problems arising will be solved in a s~i~it of ~olla-
< ~'." :.. ~'." 

boration, an4 not of domination. In this way world 
•• * • '.':'" • •• ". f 

peace will be served. 

? 

'..;. 
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